
SSK Assessment UKR in Tbilisi v1b Minor - girls

Tbilisi

Batumi

Other

1. Where are you as you take this survey?

2. How old are you?

parents: complete

parents incomplete

3. HH composition of interviewed person

alone

with mother

with both parents

with grand parents

with siblings

4. With whom did you come to Georgia

father

siblings

grandparents

5. Who was left behind

yes

no

6. Are you in contact with your friends, who remained in UKR

yes

7. Did you face any problems in Ukraine, before you left

yes

8. Did you face war or other difficulties



difficult

easy - no problems

I don't want to talk about

9. How was the journey to Georgia

yes

no

I don't want to talk about

10. Did you or your family face violence or abuse during the journey

yes

11. Are you or your siblings in a psychological support program

yes

no

but I like to

I have no credit on the phone for communication needs

12. Do you stay in regular contact with your remaining family

facebook

twitter

instagram

viber

tiktok

telegram

other

13. Which social media do you use

whenever I want

every day less than two hours

my parents restrict the usage

I have no access to social media

13a. How often can you access social media



Food

Pocket Money

Shelter/ Accomodation

Clothing

Access to school

Access to language classes

Involment of the sport/art/music/theater classes

Safety

Communication with my family

Communication with friends

Special serives for women & girls

Psycological support

Other

14. What are your biggest needs in this location right now?

Food

Pocket Money

Shelter

Clothing

Access to school

Access to language classes

Involment of the sport/art/music/theater activities

Safety

Communication with my family

Communication with friends

Special serives for women & girls

Psycological support

Other

14a. Of all of these needs you just mentioned, which are the TWO most important to you right now?



Happy

Scared

Uncomfortable

I am ok

Other

15. How do you feel in your accomodation?

Yes

no response / secret sign

15a. Are there any safety concerns for women or girls where you are staying?

yes I have my own room

yes but I share the room with my sibling(s)

no we all share one room

15.b Do you have own space / privacy

every day all time

regularly with my family

only sometimes

16. I would rather be alone

out of the accomodation

in the toilet

in a park

in a secret place

16a. where you go to be alone

helps me to cope with our displacements

relaxes me

makes me afraid

no answer

16b. to be alone

yes

no

17. Are you currently attending school



because of no existing school place

of no language skills

I am afraid of new class mates

no problem for me, I am already enrolled

don't know how to access school

17a. Getting on with school is a problem

Registering for school

Distance learning

Home learning

Language classes

other

17b. In terms of your education, what is most important to you at this time?

English

Georgian

Other

18. Which language class do you want to take?

gym

sport

dance classes

theater classes

art-theraphy (painting, handcraft classes)

other

19. In which activity would you like to be involved?

once a week

every day

cant afford

somebody pays for me

19a. Do you want to go to the chosen activity



Camping

Excurtions

Discoteques

Music Festival

Theater or other Cultural events

Cinema

Swimming pool / water park

Others, please specify

20. I would like to go (if it is safe)

I have no friends here

I have some friends here

I have many friends here

I could have more friends if I spoke Georgian

without Georgian language skills I cannot socialize

I am shy, it is not easy for me to find friends

no problem to meet new people

people don't like me because I am Ukrainian

I only stay with Ukrainians and don't mingle

21. friends and social behaviors

I am anxes

I do not feel secure

alone

always worried

I am ok

Other

22. How do you feel?

Safe Environment

To have more friends

To have fun

To be involved in more activities (camps, excurtions)

Other

23. What do you wish for?



No difficulty

Some difficulty

A lot of difficulty

Cannot do at all

Refused

Don't know

24b. VISION: [Do/Does] [you/he/she] have difficulty seeing, even if wearing glasses? Would you say

No difficulty

Some difficulty

A lot of difficulty

Cannot do at all

Refused

Don't know

24c. HEARING: [Do/Does] [you/he/she] have difficulty hearing, even if using a hearing aid(s)? Would you say

No difficulty

Some difficulty

A lot of difficulty

Cannot do at all

Refused

Don't know

24d. MOBILITY: [Do/Does] [you/he/she] have difficulty walking or climbing steps? Would you say

No difficulty

Some difficulty

A lot of difficulty

Cannot do at all

Refused

Don't know

24e. COGNITION (REMEMBERING): [Do/Does] [you/he/she] have difficulty remembering or concentrating? Would you say



No difficulty

Some difficulty

A lot of difficulty

Cannot do at all

Refused

Don't know

24f. SELF-CARE: [Do/does] [you/he/she] have difficulty with self-care, such as washing all over or dressing? Would you
say…

No difficulty

Some difficulty

A lot of difficulty

Cannot do at all

Refused

Don't know

24g. COMMUNICATION: Using [your/his/her] usual language, [do/does] [you/he/she] have difficulty communicating, for
example understanding or being understood? Would you say…

25. Is there any other information you want to share in order for us to understand your context in a better way?


